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Electronic auction markets are economic information systems that facilitate transactions between buyers
and sellers. Whereas auction design has traditionally been an analytic process that relies on theory-driven

assumptions such as bidders’ rationality, bidders often exhibit unknown and variable behaviors. In this paper
we present a data-driven adaptive auction mechanism that capitalizes on key properties of electronic auction
markets, such as the large transaction volume, access to information, and the ability to dynamically alter the
mechanism’s design to acquire information about the benefits from different designs and adapt the auction
mechanism online in response to actual bidders’ behaviors. Our auction mechanism does not require an explicit
representation of bidder behavior to infer about design profitability—a key limitation of prior approaches when
they address complex auction settings. Our adaptive mechanism can also incorporate prior general knowledge
of bidder behavior to enhance the search for effective designs. The data-driven adaptation and the capacity to
use prior knowledge render our mechanisms particularly useful when there is uncertainty regarding bidders’
behaviors or when bidders’ behaviors change over time. Extensive empirical evaluations demonstrate that the
adaptive mechanism outperforms any single fixed mechanism design under a variety of settings, including
when bidders’ strategies evolve in response to the seller’s adaptation; our mechanism’s performance is also
more robust than that of alternatives when prior general information about bidders’ behaviors differs from the
encountered behaviors.
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1. Introduction
Recent years have seen the emergence of numerous
electronic auction platforms that cater to a variety
of markets, such as business-to-business procurement
and consumer-to-consumer transactions. Electronic
auctions can be characterized as economic information
systems used to match buyers and sellers, facilitate
transactions, and provide a regulatory infrastructure
(Bapna et al. 2004). A key challenge for sellers is the
identification of the best design for the encountered
population and the item being sold. Central to this
problem, rendering auction mechanism design partic-
ularly challenging, is the behavior exhibited by bid-
ders; bidders often show heterogeneous, arbitrarily
complex, and unknown strategies. Consider, for exam-
ple, the challenges sellers face when auctioning off
items through an auction service such as eBay. For
each auction, a seller must set various parameters

defining the particular auction mechanism’s rules of
exchange, so as to maximize the seller’s revenue. For
instance, for eBay auctions, these parameters include
the duration of the auction, the start price, reserve
price, and possibly a Buy It Now (BIN) price. Different
auction designs can lead to widely differing outcomes.
The best design is determined by bidders’ behaviors,
which are in turn influenced by a variety of factors,
such as bidders’ valuations of the item and their levels
of risk aversion. Buyers of rare coins and buyers of
video games are likely to exhibit distinctly different
approaches to bidding, and different auction mecha-
nisms may be appropriate for each.
Auction design has been the focus of much recent

research (Blum and Hartline 2005, Blum et al. 2003,
McAfee and McMillan 1987, Myerson 1981, Rothkopf
and Harstad 1994). In practice, auction design has
traditionally been an analytic, incremental process,
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requiring several live iterations to iron out wrin-
kles, with mixed results (Cramton 1997, Weber 1997).
Central to this process is the need to explicitly rep-
resent bidders’ behaviors, often relying on theories
or assumptions regarding the principles and values
governing bidders’ strategies. For example, assump-
tions often pertain to the bidders’ intrinsic proper-
ties, such as valuation and rationality, as well as the
manner by which these properties are manifested in
bidding strategies. Assumptions about bidder ratio-
nality are particularly salient (Parkes 2001). However,
such theory-driven assumptions often do not reflect
the complexities of many real auction settings; bid-
ders also apply heuristic strategies that are opaque to
the seller, certainly a priori and often even after the
auction.
When extensive historical data on past auctions of

identical items are available and when past patterns
are likely to persist, one can use analytical tools, such
as the tool proposed by Shmueli et al. (2006), to derive
insights that suggest effective auction parameters. For
instance, an understanding of how prices change dur-
ing an auction (Bapna et al. 2008a) can help improve
prediction of auction revenue and then the parame-
ters that may promote a favorable winning bid. Bapna
et al. (2004) suggest that data-driven induction can
be used to capture properties of bidder behaviors
from historical data and propose that the induced pat-
terns may replace theory-driven models to facilitate
the design of auction mechanisms.
However, even when bidders’ behaviors are

known, their representation is often not amenable to
closed-form analysis. One possible approach is to use
available information on bidder behavior in simula-
tion to gain intuition into favorable auction param-
eters. For example, Bapna et al. (2003) find that the
bid increment impacts bidder behavior in ascending
multiunit auctions and offer a heuristic for choosing
the increment. By combining such modeled behaviors
with inference, it is possible to infer which one of a set
of possible behaviors bidders exhibit and then to use
these behaviors to set auction parameters. Bapna et al.
(2008b) use this approach to classify individual bidder
strategies and estimate their valuations in multiu-
nit ascending auctions. They are able to dynamically
set bid increments during the course of an auction
to improve the seller’s revenue. Rogers et al. (2005)
apply a similar approach to setting bid increments in
repeated English auctions by using Bayesian inference
to estimate bidder parameters.
Such approaches are beneficial when the histori-

cal data used to model behaviors reflect the strate-
gies of current bidders. We present an approach that
aims to allow adapting the auction design to bidders
when historical data that reflect these behaviors are
not available and when behaviors change over time.

In the latter case, even when the theories or induced
patterns about bidders can be successfully revised
periodically, the process requires human input and
is time consuming, undermining the efficiency with
which changes can be made to the mechanism. In
e-commerce settings, such as auctions on eBay or
Google keyword auctions, a large number of auc-
tions for similar goods are held within a short time
frame, and this inefficiency may present a significant
drawback. Importantly, the approach we propose also
allows the seller to exploit prior information about
bidders, if such exists; however, it does not exclu-
sively rely on the availability or accuracy of such
information.
Several recent papers have begun to explore adap-

tation of electronic auction mechanisms in response to
bidder behavior from an empirical standpoint, using
a variety of data-driven learning approaches in simu-
lation (Cliff 2001, Byde 2003) to produce a fixed mech-
anism. Similar to analytical mechanism design, these
approaches also rely on assumptions regarding bid-
der behavior such as goals, beliefs, and strategies,
which may differ from the actual behaviors. In addi-
tion, simulation is used to produce fixed mechanisms;
however, bidders’ behaviors may change over time.
Blum et al. (2003) and Blum and Hartline (2005) use
an online learning approach that can revise the auc-
tion design; however, the method is tailored to a spe-
cific setting, similar to a posted price mechanism, and
does not accommodate arbitrary bidders’ strategies or
auction settings. The method also aims to maximize
the worst-case performance of the seller.
In this paper, we propose a fundamentally dif-

ferent approach that offers a response to the chal-
lenges above. The growing electronic auction market
introduces opportunities for auctioneers to capitalize
on incoming data on mechanism designs and their
outcomes as soon as the data become available by
using online learning for mechanism design. Thus,
learning and auction adaptation can occur simulta-
neously, over the course of a sequence of auctions.
We propose a general approach that aims to allow
auctioneers to effectively adapt an arbitrary set of
auction design parameters to an arbitrary bidder pop-
ulation over a sequence of auctions, with the objec-
tive of improving an observed outcome of interest
in expectation. Our approach does not rely on an
explicit representation of bidders’ behaviors; however,
it can exploit general information that may be avail-
able about bidders to enhance the adaptation. Finally,
the adaptation process can be automated, thus avoid-
ing the inefficiencies of human input.
Because of the sequential nature of online learning,

the approach we propose is particularly beneficial to
sellers of items that are available periodically and for
sellers of large numbers of items that can be auctioned
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sequentially over time. One relevant scenario that
has received much recent attention is the keyword
auctions run by search engines. Whereas the mecha-
nism used for keyword auctions varies across search
engines, the fundamental notion is the same: adver-
tisers bid to display their advertisements with search
results for a certain keyword; the order in which
advertisements are displayed is also determined by
the ranking of the bids. As an example, consider a
search engine running a keyword auction in which
an advertiser submits a bid indicating the amount
it is willing to pay each time its ad is clicked, and
where this bid may be revised at any time. When-
ever a user searches for the keyword, the bids are
ranked, and three ads are displayed in the order of
the top three bids, so long as each bid exceeds a
reserve price of 10 cents. If an ad is clicked, the adver-
tiser is charged its bid. Search engines have histori-
cally used the same auction design for all keywords
and rarely modified this design. In our example, the
auction design parameters pertain to the choice of
reserve price and the number of ads to display. How-
ever, because different keywords may attract differ-
ent types of advertisers, it is likely that to maxi-
mize revenue, different parameters should be used
for different keywords. As an alternative to a fixed
design, we propose an adaptive mechanism that for
each keyword revises the design parameters period-
ically, in response to observed bidder behaviors. For
example, for the keyword “jelly beans” our search
engine might switch to a reserve price of 15 cents
and see its revenue increase. (In fact, some search
engines do set different reserve prices for different
keywords; see Jansen and Mullen 2008. For instance,
in 2008 Yahoo! switched from using a 10-cent reserve
on all keywords to setting each keyword’s reserve
based on the level of competition, among other fac-
tors; see Yahoo! Search Marketing Blog 2008.) For colas,
our search engine might switch to showing just one
winner of the auction if it finds advertisers are willing
to bid significantly higher when none of their com-
petitors are displayed along with them. For each key-
word, the challenge for the adaptive auction is how
to efficiently explore the design space so as to identify
the reserve price and number of ads that maximize
the revenue.
The contributions of this article are as follows. First,

we present an online adaptive auction mechanism
that adapts in response to observed bidder behavior.
The proposed adaptive mechanism does not require
explicit representation of bidders’ strategies and thus
does not rely on prior knowledge of bidder behavior
to infer about the profitability of different auction
designs; as we will see, this property enables us to
learn effective auction designs for an arbitrary setting
and arbitrarily complex bidder population. Second,

our adaptive mechanism allows the seller to benefit
from general prior information on bidder behavior,
when such is available, to enhance online learning
while maintaining the capacity to adapt online to any
encountered bidders’ behaviors. As we will see, this
property enables the adaptive algorithm to exploit
such information without exclusively relying on it,
thus reducing the risk when the encountered bidders’
behaviors differ from those anticipated by the seller.
Third, using the English (ascending, open-cry) auc-
tion as our test bed, we perform extensive empirical
evaluations of our mechanism’s performance as com-
pared to alternative approaches and under a variety
of conditions. We find that the auctioneer’s revenue
using the adaptive auction mechanism is consistently
higher than that of a fixed auction mechanism that
does not adapt. Because our approach is generic and
aims to improve auction designs under the complex-
ities of real auction settings, we extend our prior
work (Pardoe et al. 2006) to study the robustness of
our approach under a variety of conditions encoun-
tered in real auctions. Specifically, we explore the
mechanism’s performance when it encounters het-
erogeneous bidder populations, when the seller can
alter the auction design by varying multiple auction
parameters simultaneously, when the seller encoun-
ters bidders whose strategies have evolved to respond
specifically to the adaptive algorithm’s form of adap-
tation, and when bidder participation in the auction
is dynamically revised in response to changes in bid-
der surplus. Because the proposed mechanism allows
incorporating general prior knowledge to affect the
exploration of designs, we also study the performance
of the mechanism when it is given incorrect prior
information on bidder behavior and when bidders’
strategies vary over time.

2. Data-Driven Adaptive
Auction Mechanisms

In this section we present the settings we address
for auction mechanism design and our approach to
adapting the design online in response to bidders’
behaviors.

2.1. Framework
Consider an auctioneer who has n identical items to
be auctioned off in a series of sequential auctions,
henceforth referred to as an episode. The auctioneer’s
objective is to maximize the total benefit over the
course of an episode. The seller’s benefit may be any
observable auction outcome of interest, such as the
seller’s revenue or bidder participation. Henceforth,
we assume the seller’s objective is to maximize rev-
enue over the course of the episode. To improve her
revenue, the auctioneer may revise the parameters of
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an auction mechanism that define the mechanism’s
mode of operation, such as the auction duration,
reserve price, and start price; we define an auction
design as a unique set of auction parameters that are
selected by the seller. We assume that no prior knowl-
edge is available that would enable complete speci-
fication of the bidding strategies individual bidders
will exercise. Later, we will present our approach to
incorporate general prior knowledge about the bidder
population. In the absence of an explicit formula-
tion of bidders’ behaviors, we infer the benefit to the
seller from different designs via a data-driven map-
ping M� x→ y from a set of k distinct auction designs
x ∈D = �d1
d2
 � � � 
 dk� onto a real-value y ∈ R, where
y refers to the observed auction outcome of interest.
The seller “learns” the mapping over time by experi-
menting with different designs and incorporating new
information on the profitability of these designs as it
becomes available to revise the induced mapping M .
We refer to this process as data-driven adaptive mecha-
nism design: an online empirical process whereby the
auctioneer obtains information through experimenta-
tion and adapts the mechanism’s design to maximize
an observed objective of interest.

2.1.1. A Desirable Exploration and Exploitation
Schedule. To simplify the exposition of our approach
we assume, for now, that the auction design is deter-
mined by a single design parameter—the auction-
eer’s reserve price. We also assume that the seller
can choose one of k design choices for the reserve
price at each auction. As such, our problem can be
defined as selecting a sequence of auction designs that
maximize the auctioneer’s revenue over the course
of an episode. This problem can be mapped to the
classic multi-armed bandit problem introduced by
Robbins (1952): a gambler has to decide which of k
slot machines to play in a sequence of trials so as
to maximize the overall reward. Each unique auction
design selected in each auction during the episode
corresponds to a slot machine in the bandit problem—
in each auction our auctioneer must decide which
design to select with the objective of maximizing her
overall benefits over the entire episode. Because the
expected profits of different designs are not known
a priori, these profits can be estimated by the seller
using different designs in auctions and obtaining their
outcomes.
Given the seller’s objective, consider the following

two extreme strategies. The first is a greedy exploita-
tion strategy, where at each auction the seller selects
the design estimated at that time to be most prof-
itable. If the seller’s estimation of the profitability of
designs is accurate, this strategy guarantees maximiz-
ing the seller’s revenue. However, when the seller’s
estimation is imprecise, this strategy might select
designs that yield lower profits than can be derived

from other designs. Importantly, an exploitation strat-
egy will also not tend to improve the estimation of
designs that are not currently considered profitable
by the auctioneer. Yet when the seller’s estimation
is poor, one of these designs might have proved
particularly advantageous had it been attempted
by the seller. The other extreme approach is explo-
ration. Similar to active learning (Saar-Tsechansky and
Provost 2004), exploration pertains to selecting differ-
ent designs during the course of the episode so as
to acquire information about the outcomes of these
designs and improve the seller’s estimation of the
profitability of these designs. When the auctioneer’s
estimation of the profitability of designs is poor, such
sequential exploration may help to ultimately iden-
tify a particularly profitable design. However, this
information acquisition strategy may also be costly to
the seller, because until a profitable design is iden-
tified the seller may select many designs that yield
poor profits, undermining the seller’s overall revenue.
Thus, when selecting the next auction’s design the
auctioneer faces a trade-off between exploring the
design space to improve her estimation and exploiting
the design currently estimated to be most profitable.
As discussed above, both extreme strategies have

clear benefits and deficiencies, depending on the accu-
racy of the seller’s estimation of the profitability of
alternative designs—some exploration is necessary
albeit costly when the seller’s estimation is inaccurate,
and exploitation is preferable when the seller’s esti-
mation is correct. Because the seller’s estimation of
design profitability is data driven and will gradually
improve as the episode progresses, it would be desir-
able to prefer exploration of different designs initially
and then to gradually increase the likelihood of select-
ing designs estimated to be profitable by the seller, as
the seller’s estimation improves.

2.1.2. Design Selection and the Bandit Adaptive
Algorithm. To manage this trade-off effectively we
use an adaptive algorithm to determine how the
auction design should be selected in response to
prior auction outcomes. We implement the adaptive
algorithm using a method known as softmax action
selection (Sutton and Barto 1998), which realizes a
hybrid of the two extreme exploitation and explo-
ration strategies discussed above. The fundamental
notion underlying our adoption of the softmax action
selection is that at each auction, the design suggested
by the exploitation strategy as well as designs that
align with the exploration strategy may be selected
with some likelihood. Given all else is equal, as
the seller’s estimation of the benefit from different
designs improves over the course of the episode, the
probability of selecting designs estimated by the seller
to be profitable increases, and designs considered to
be less profitable are explored less frequently.
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Formally, for each design i, avgti denotes the
expected revenue estimated for this design at time t
during the episode, and countti denotes the number
of times design i has been tried up to time t. In
each auction t during an episode, the seller draws the
design for the auction from a distribution D. Specif-
ically, the probability of drawing design i at auction
t is given by the following Boltzmann distribution
Dt�i�= eavg

t
i /�t /

∑k
j=1 e

avgtj /�t , where �ti , is a positive num-
ber referred to as temperature. Let us now discuss the
two factors that determine the likelihood of select-
ing design i for auction t—the expected revenue from
a given design and temperature. As shown in the
equation above, the probability of selecting a given
design is proportional to the estimated expected rev-
enue from the corresponding design. Thus, the design
estimated to be most profitable at any given time, and
which would have been selected by an exploitation
strategy, has the highest probability of being selected;
however, each of the other designs can be selected as
well, with a lower probability, enabling the seller to
explore the space of designs. To see how temperature
determines the extent to which exploitation trumps
exploration, note that when temperature is set to a
very large number, the distribution D will resemble
a uniform distribution, which encourages exploration
of a variety of designs. As such, a high tempera-
ture value discounts the effect that the seller’s esti-
mations of design profitability have on the probability
of drawing a design. This is indeed beneficial when
the seller’s estimation of avgtis is poor. Similarly, set-
ting a small temperature value increases the likeli-
hood that a design estimated to be most profitable will
be drawn, encouraging exploitation. The latter would
be desirable when the seller’s estimation is highly
accurate. We therefore gradually encourage exploita-
tion as the episode progresses and the seller’s estima-
tion improves by lowering the temperature parame-
ter. Specifically, as shown in Algorithm 1, we set start
and (lower) end temperatures, denoted �start and �end,
respectively, and vary the temperature in each auction
during the episode by interpolating linearly.

Algorithm 1 (Adaptive bandit)
Input: A finite set I of size k of auction designs,
�start, �end, ∀ i ∈ I : count0i and avg0i , the number of
auctions to run A, current auction number t = 0

1 While episode has not terminated:
2 �t = �start+ ��end− �start� · t

A

3 ∀ i ∈ I set the probability of drawing design i

as Dt�i�= eavg
t
i /�t /

∑k
j=1 e

avgtj /�t

4 Draw auction design j from the distribution
Dt and run an auction to obtain outcome o

5 ∀ i ∈ I set avgt+1i = avgti and countt+1i = countti
6 avgt+1j = ��avgtj · countti �+ o�/�counttj + 1�

7 countt+1j = counttj + 1
8 t++
9 End While

The pseudocode for this form of adaptation mech-
anism, henceforth referred to as bandit adaptation,
is presented in Algorithm 1. Note that the adap-
tive algorithm can be used to revise any number
of auction design parameters simultaneously for any
auction platform. In addition, whereas most often the
Boltzmann (also known as Gibbs) distribution we use
here is employed for the softmax action selection, this
distribution is merely a vehicle to obtain the exploita-
tion/exploration hybrid properties described above.
In principle, other distribution functions may lead to
these properties as well.
The adaptive algorithm usses parameters that need

to be set at the outset. For example, before the
auctioneer can estimate the profitability of different
designs by acquired real auction outcomes through
experimentation, it is necessary to decide what initial
expected revenue values and counts to use for each
choice of auction design and what initial and end
temperature values to use. In §2.3 we propose an
approach to setting these parameters that we evaluate
subsequently in §3 as compared to an existing bench-
mark approach.

2.2. Information Sharing
In the bandit adaptive algorithm described above, we
have implicitly assumed that the expected revenue of
each choice is independent of the revenues of other
designs. This entails that information on the benefit of
a given design can only be acquired via experiment-
ing with that design. However, the expected revenues
of designs with similar reserve prices are likely to be
similar; hence, it may be possible for experience to be
profitably shared among choices.
We propose to capitalize on this notion of informa-

tion sharing to infer the profitability of designs that
have not been explicitly attempted by the auction-
eer and to improve the auctioneer’s overall estima-
tion. Whereas in the bandit adaptation the auctioneer
maintains a mapping from each distinct auction
design to an expected revenue, we now induce a map-
ping from the continuous domain of auction param-
eters X ∈ 	N onto revenue: M ′� X ∈ 	N → 	. This
mapping enables one to make predictions of auction
outcomes for any auction parameters over this con-
tinuous domain and thus infer about a larger set of
alternative designs for any given number of exper-
iments and corresponding information acquisition
costs. The revenue estimation for a given design may
also improve as more auctions take place, even when
the corresponding design has not been attempted
again by the auctioneer.
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In the empirical evaluations below, we induce
this mapping from the auctioneer’s prior experiences
via locally weighted quadratic regression (LWQR)
(Atkeson et al. 1997). This approach combines the sim-
plicity of classical least-square regression with the flex-
ibility of nonparametric modeling—LWQR allows us
to induce a mapping for which no theoretical models
exist. In addition, the induction can be automated
because it does not require the human input often
necessary in classical regression models. Indeed, no
theory exists regarding the mapping of an arbitrary set
of auction design parameters onto revenue, and this
mapping can be arbitrarily complex. As such, LWQR
is ideal for online, automated settings. In LWQR each
experience is weighted by its distance d from the
design for which profit is inferred using a Gaussian
kernel of width w as follows: ed/w2 .
As in the bandit adaptation, at the beginning of

the auction and before actual auction outcomes can
be used to induce the mapping M , it is necessary
to have an initial mapping to be used by the auc-
tioneer towards the initial induction. Similar to the
bandit approach, we choose k distinct designs di and
determine avgi and counti for each design, repre-
senting prior experiences. These experiences populate
the initial training set T with k tuples of the form:
tuple(di, avgi, counti�, where avgi refers an outcome
that has been observed for design i, and counti refers to
the number of times that outcome has been observed
for this design. (Note that avgi and counti need not
be integers.) Once actual auction outcomes become
available during the episode, both prior experiences
and actual experiences obtained during the course of
an episode are used to induce the mapping M . The
pseudocode for the adaptive sharing algorithm is pre-
sented below.

Algorithm 2 (Adaptive sharing)
Input: A finite set I of size k of auction designs,
�start, �end, w, an initial data set T , the number
of auctions to run A, and current auction
number t = 0

1 While episode has not terminated:
2 Apply LWQR to data set T to induce

a mapping M� X→O
3 �t = �start+ ��end− �start� · t

A

4 ∀ i ∈ I set the probability of drawing design i
as Dt�i�= eM�i�/�t /

∑
j∈I �eM�j�/�t �

5 Draw auction design i from the distribution
Dt and run an auction to obtain outcome o

6 Augment data set T with the tuple�i
 o
1�:
T ← T ∪ �i
 o
1�

7 t++
8 End While

2.3. The Incorporation of Prior
Knowledge via Metalearning

When historical data are not available for sellers to
derive the particular distributions that characterize
bidder properties, sellers often have more general
information, such as the range in which the mean val-
uation may lie. Consider, for example, a seller who
has a large number of copies of a newly published
book to be sold sequentially through a series of auc-
tions. Although there are no previous auction out-
comes for this book to guide the choice of auction
design, the seller is not completely ignorant—auction
results are available for books by similar authors or
on similar topics and that have likely attracted similar
bidder populations. The seller may also receive mar-
keting information suggesting valuations that buyers
might have for the book, perhaps along with bidding
strategies that bidders tend to use in such auctions.
Such information may be consistent with many dif-
ferent plausible bidder populations. In this section we
posit that it is useful to consider how such general
information can be effectively used by sellers while
maintaining the ability to adapt when this informa-
tion is incorrect.
A potential approach that we consider in §3 is

to use general information to set the auction design
parameters so as to derive a fixed design that is
beneficial in expectation over all plausible populations
that the seller considers. This approach avoids the
costly exploration that is necessary for data-driven
adaptation to identify advantageous designs. How-
ever, a fixed design may be susceptible to incorrect
prior information. Even when the seller’s information
is accurate, a design selected to perform well for a
variety of plausible populations in expectation may
not be best for the particular population the seller
encounters.
Alternatively, we propose a principled approach,

which we refer to as metalearning, and that aims
to incorporate general prior information into the
data-driven adaptive algorithm itself. Metalearning’s
objective is to enable the seller to benefit from prior
knowledge to adapt more efficiently given the plau-
sible populations, such as by reducing costly explo-
ration of unfavorable designs early in the episode
while continuing to use real-time auction outcomes to
allow adapting the design online to any encountered
population. As we will see, maintaining the ability to
adapt is fundamental to robust performance in diffi-
cult cases, such as when the population varies over
time. Specifically, both the bandit and shared adaptive
algorithms use adaptation parameters—the expected
revenue avg0i and number of attempts count

0
i for each

design in the bandit adaptive algorithm, the corre-
sponding parameters avgi and counti in the sharing
adaptive algorithm, the initial and end temperatures
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�start and �end, the kernel width w for the adaptive
sharing algorithm, and the design space discretiza-
tion parameter k. Because these parameters affect the
manner by which the adaptive algorithm adapts the
design to the encountered population, they offer an
opportunity to incorporate prior knowledge to adapt
more effectively in expectation given the plausible
bidder populations consistent with prior knowledge.
In particular, it is possible to identify the adaptation
parameters for which the adaptive algorithm yields
the highest revenue per episode, in expectation, over
all plausible bidder populations. Whereas the adapta-
tion parameters will benefit adaptation for the popu-
lations considered plausible, the continued use of real
auction outcomes to revise the design allows the algo-
rithm to adapt to any encountered population, even if
it differs from those consistent with prior knowledge.
To illustrate how metalearning can achieve these

goals, consider Figure 1, which presents the frequency
with which different designs are optimal over 10,000
different plausible populations of bidders, as well as
the expected revenue over all populations for each
design, in a scenario we will describe below. Two
key observations can be made. First, as shown by
the frequency in which different designs are opti-
mal, almost every design is optimal for some popu-
lation. Because the seller’s general information gives
rise to many plausible populations and because prior
information may be incorrect, it is beneficial to use
the adaptive algorithm to adapt online to the par-
ticular population encountered by the seller. Second,
whereas most designs are optimal for some popu-
lations, for many different populations the optimal
reserve price is in one of two small regions. This
suggests that general information that gives rise to
a variety of plausible populations can be beneficial
to focus the adaptive algorithm’s exploration on a
few promising designs early on in the episode. This
can be achieved through the adaptation parameters,
such as by assigning high initial expected revenue to
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Figure 1 Revenue and Frequency with Which Designs Are Optimal for
10,000 Different Populations

such promising designs, yielding a higher probabil-
ity of selecting these designs early in the episode. In
general, other adaptation parameters can also affect
other aspects of the adaptive algorithm to render it
more efficient given the plausible populations. For
example, a higher initial temperature can be benefi-
cial when the revenues produced for the same design
vary largely for the plausible populations, increasing
initial exploration of designs to help identify prof-
itable designs. Similarly, when the revenue from a
given design exhibits high variance, it would also be
beneficial to assign a higher value for count0i in the
bandit adaptive algorithm so as to require substantial
exploration to change the expected revenue estima-
tion of designs, avgti . Importantly, although incorpo-
rating prior knowledge into the adaptation algorithm
itself will allow more efficient adaptation when the
seller’s information is correct, the seller still maintains
its ability to adapt online to any encountered popula-
tion, even if it is different than those anticipated.
The potential complexity and stochastic nature of

the auction setting also affects our choice of method
to search for the adaptation parameters. In particular,
because of the many possible factors affecting the
relationship between the adaptation parameters and
the objective function, we are restricted to sampling
the results obtained from any particular design rather
than analytically determining expected results. Our
search problem can thus be viewed as a stochas-
tic optimization problem, entailing an optimization
method that does not rely on direct measurements of
any derivatives of the objective function. In the empir-
ical evaluations we present here, we use simultaneous
perturbation stochastic approximation (SPSA) (Spall
1998) to identify the best adaptation parameters.
SPSA is based on gradient approximation, where at
each step two estimates of the expected episode rev-
enue are taken for slight perturbations of the current
parameters (the same, randomly chosen bidder pop-
ulation is used for each estimate), a gradient approx-
imation is found, and the parameters are updated in
the direction of the gradient. Note that SPSA requires
an estimate of the expected revenue. To accommodate
arbitrarily complex auction settings and stochastic
bidder behaviors, it is possible to estimate the revenue
in expectation via simulation. Given prior knowledge
of the distribution over different possible populations,
the parameters of a specific bidder population are
drawn from this distribution; the adaptive mechanism
with a given set of parameters is then applied to this
simulated population to estimate the seller’s revenue
over an entire episode. We will later discuss how the
seller constructs distributions that are consistent with
prior knowledge. Note that bidder behaviors that are
consistent with prior knowledge and used for stochas-
tic optimization may indeed differ from those of the
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encountered population. In §3 we study the perfor-
mance of the adaptive algorithm with metalearning as
compared to alternatives when the seller’s prior infor-
mation is incorrect and also when bidders’ strategies
change over time. It is important to note that met-
alearning is performed only once, offline, prior to the
actual episode and before online adaptation takes its
course.

3. Empirical Evaluations
To study our approach we consider an English
(ascending, open-cry) auction in which the bidders
have independent, private (i.e., unknown to other bid-
ders) values for the goods being sold. Bidders submit
ascending bids until no incremental bids are made
above the winning bid. The seller has n identical
items. For now, we assume the seller auctions the
items one at a time to bidders from the population
through a series of auctions. We present results for
multi-item auctions in §3.6.
To facilitate the analysis of the performance of our

approach in the initial set of experiments we assume
that the seller can set the reserve price for each auc-
tion. In §§3.4–3.6, we evaluate our approach for auc-
tion designs determined by additional parameters.
The seller’s goal is to set the reserve price for each
auction so that the total revenue obtained from all the
auctions during an episode is maximized.
Our motivation to explore the use of a data-driven,

adaptive auction stems from the complex and often
irrational behaviors exhibited by bidders. In the initial
set of evaluations we study the adaptive mecha-
nism’s performance when the encountered popula-
tion consists of loss-averse bidders (Dodonova and
Khoroshilov 2005), shown to explain empirical results
that are inconsistent with bidder’s rationality. We
provide a detailed description of the equilibrium
strategy in §A of the Online Supplement, available
at http://joc.pubs.informs.org/ecompanion.html. In
§§3.3–3.6, we report the performance of our mecha-
nism when bidders exhibit other conceivable strate-
gies that have been reported in prior work, as well
as when the population includes bidders exhibiting
a variety of strategies simultaneously. A loss-averse
bidder is characterized by an independent, private
value v for the sold item drawn at random from a
normal distribution within the range �0
1� and a level
of loss aversion ! drawn at random from a normal
distribution within the range �1
2�5�. We assume that
a given bidder assigns the same value to any one
of the identical items sold during an episode. For
now, we also assume that the population does not
change during an episode. In §3.4 we explore the
mechanism’s performance when the bidder popula-
tion changes during an episode.

3.1. Comparison to Alternative
Learning Approaches

We begin by evaluating the performance of the ban-
dit and sharing adaptive algorithms compared to the
best fixed design. For this experiment, we evaluated
the seller’s performance over 10,000 episodes, with a
different, randomly drawn bidder population in each
episode. To identify the best fixed design, we selected
the reserve price yielding the highest average revenue
over all episodes.
For now, we let the populations assumed plau-

sible by the seller be the same as the actual dis-
tribution of bidder populations; thus, although the
seller does not know which particular population will
be encountered, the seller does have correct general
information regarding the populations that might be
encountered, their probabilities of occurring, and the
strategies that bidders will use. We also derive the
best fixed design using the same information. Later
we study the performance of our approach when
these assumptions are violated. Specifically, we first
assume that the seller knows that bidders’ mean val-
uations are in the range [vmin = 0
vmax = 1], respec-
tively, and that the mean level of loss aversion is
within [!min = 1
!max = 2�5]. To perform stochastic
optimization during metalearning, for each episode
being simulated, the seller randomly generates an
“arbitrary” distribution for valuations by taking a
Gaussian with a mean drawn uniformly from �0
1�
and a variance of 10x with x drawn uniformly from
�−2
1�. The distributions are then normalized so as
to produce a distribution over the range �0
1�. A dis-
tribution for the level of loss aversion is generated in
the same way, drawing variance as before and using
a range of �1
2�5� for both the mean and the entire
distribution.
We also consider an alternative approach to meta-

learning for setting the adaptation parameters for
the bandit and sharing adaptive algorithms. In doing
so, our objective is to examine whether the adap-
tation parameters have a significant impact on the
adaptive algorithm’s performance and, if so, whether
metalearning is advantageous as compared to com-
mon practices for setting online learning algorithm’s
parameters. We use an approach known as optimistic
initialization (Sutton and Barto 1998), commonly used
to set the initial expected values of alternative actions
and the corresponding counts used in the softmax
action selection we adopt here. Optimistic initializa-
tion aims to encourage early exploration by setting all
initial averages to the same value, which is higher than
the estimated value of the largest possible value. In
our setting this approach corresponds to the assump-
tion that all designs are equally likely to be beneficial,
and thus each design is likely to be selected at least
once near the beginning of the episode. In addition,
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each count is assigned the same small but nonzero
value; thus, several negative experiences with a design
are required to significantly reduce its probability of
being selected, Dt�i�, during the softmax action selec-
tion step. To our knowledge, there are no alternative
principled approaches to set the remaining adaptation
parameters. To complement optimistic initialization,
we followed common practices and performed limited
experimentation using plausible bidder populations to
set all other adaptation parameters. Using optimistic
initialization, we set each avgi to a high value of 0.6
and each counti to 1, and we use �start = 0�1, �end = 0�01,
and w = 0�1. We set k = 13 and k = 11 for the bandit
and sharing adaptive algorithms, respectively.
Finally, in addition to comparing the adaptive algo-

rithm to the best fixed design, we explore the rela-
tive contributions of metalearning and of information
sharing to the seller’s performance. We therefore
report the performance of the bandit and sharing
adaptive algorithms when the adaptation parame-
ters are determined by either optimistic initializa-
tion or metalearning. We refer to information sharing
with metalearning and with optimistic initialization
as learned sharing and optimisitc sharing, respectively,
and to the bandit approaches as learned bandit and
optimistic bandit.
Figure 2(a) shows the average revenue per auction

over the course of an episode for each approach. The
difference in the average revenue between each of
the adaptive methods and the fixed design is statisti-
cally significant (p < 0�01), according to paired t-tests.
As shown, the average revenues obtained by all the
adaptive mechanisms are higher than the revenue
produced with the best fixed design for the plausi-
ble populations. Of the four adaptive mechanisms, the
seller’s average revenue is higher when information
sharing is used as compared to the bandit approach
and even higher when metalearning is used together
with information sharing.
Figure 2(b) presents the average revenue in each

auction over the course of an episode obtained with
each approach. For a given initialization method,
either optimistic or learned, information sharing con-

Mechanism Average revenue

Fixed design

Optimistic bandit

Optimistic sharing

Learned bandit

Learned sharing

0.367

0.374

0.385

0.394

0.405
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Figure 2 Comparison of Alternative Approaches

sistently produces higher revenue for any given
number of experiences. In addition, when metalearn-
ing is used with information sharing (learned shar-
ing), the adaptive mechanism requires fewer than
20 auctions to learn a more profitable auction design
than the fixed auction design. The cumulative revenue
produced by the learned sharing algorithm exceeds
that of the optimal fixed design after 35 auctions.
The initial average revenue and count values pro-

duced during the metalearning phase for the infor-
mation sharing approach are displayed visually in
Figure 2(c). Each of the reserve prices considered
towards the initial training data T is represented by a
circle; the area of the circle is proportional to the ini-
tial counti parameter, and the y-axis shows the initial
average revenue value. As shown, some reserve prices
have both high average revenue and large counts,
leading to higher initial probability of being selected.
As shown in Figure 2(c), metalearning identified sev-
eral promising designs to select and evaluate early in
the episode, which lead to higher revenues in the early
auctions as compared to the optimistic approach.
In summary, our results suggest that online adapta-

tion to the encountered population during the course
of an episode can outperform the best fixed design.
In addition, by sharing auction outcomes among
designs, the sharing adaptive algorithm better esti-
mates the expected revenue of alternative designs
and thereby significantly improves the adaptive algo-
rithm’s choices of designs throughout the episode.
Finally, the adaptation parameters significantly affect
the performance of the adaptive algorithm; metalearn-
ing can effectively exploit general prior information
to identify advantageous adaptation parameters to
improve online adaptation and to yield higher rev-
enues than can be obtained with optimistic initial-
ization. Next, we present studies that explore the
trade-offs from using general prior information for
mechanism design and evaluate the robustness of our
approach under different settings. Henceforth, we use
only information sharing for adaptation, and refer to
the adaptive algorithm with information sharing sim-
ply as the adaptive algorithm.
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Mechanism Average revenue

Fixed design 0.367

Bayesian approach 0.407

Optimistic adaptive 0.385

Learned adaptive 0.405

Figure 3 Average Seller Revenue Produced in Each Auction During an Episode

3.2. A Comparison with a Bayesian Approach
The adaptive algorithm’s online exploration of
designs during the course of the episode is guided
by a data-driven mapping between the auction design
and the outcome of interest, such as revenue. In this
section, we consider an alternative form of online
adaptation. Specifically, in place of a data-driven map-
ping to guide the choice of alternative designs, we
let the adaptive algorithm rely on prior knowledge
of the exact strategies bidders will use to estimate
the expected revenue of possible designs; data pro-
duced from online interactions with bidders are used
only to estimate, via Bayesian parameter estimation,
the parameters governing bidder’s strategies. While
in the absence of historical data, knowledge of bid-
ders’ strategies may not be a realistic assumption, in
the following sections we contrast this form of adap-
tation with our approach to study the trade-off from
the use of prior knowledge under different conditions
and the robustness of each approach when prior infor-
mation is incorrect. Details of the Bayesian approach
are provided in §B of the Online Supplement.
Compared with the optimistic and learned adap-

tive algorithms that do not rely on knowledge of bid-
ders’ strategies and plausible populations to adapt
to the encountered population, the Bayesian adap-
tive algorithm’s estimation of auction outcomes has
lower variance and higher bias (Friedman 1997)—
the Bayesian approach’s estimations of expected rev-
enue can only yield values that are feasible given
the assumed bidder’s strategies and plausible bidder
populations; by contrast, improvements in the adap-
tive algorithm’s estimation are entirely data driven
and do not use this bias. Thus, when the seller’s prior
information and thereby the Bayesian approach’s bias
are correct, the Bayesian approach is likely to exhibit
faster improvement in performance earlier in the
episode compared with the adaptive algorithm, which
uses only limited real auction outcomes to improve its
estimation. At the same time, the Bayesian approach’s
estimation bias may undermine its performance when

the seller’s information on bidder’s strategies is incor-
rect, and its bias is wrong. We next explore the trade-
off from the use of prior information by the Bayesian
approach and the adaptive algorithm.
We begin our evaluation with a seller that has

correct prior information on bidders’ strategies and
plausible bidder populations. We later revisit this
comparison for settings in which certain proper-
ties of buyers’ bidding behaviors differ from those
assumed by the seller. Figure 3 shows the average
revenues generated from each auction in the episode
over 10,000 episodes using the Bayesian approach
(using the same temperatures as the learned adaptive
approach), the adaptive mechanism with learned and
optimistic parameters, and the best fixed design. Let
us first compare the Bayesian approach (curve D) with
the optimistic adaptive approach (curve B), which
uses only real auction outcomes to improve its esti-
mation of the profitability of designs. From Fig-
ure 3 we see that the performance of the Bayesian
approach improves more quickly because it uses
accurate prior knowledge on bidders’ strategies and
plausible parameter distributions to estimate which
population is being encountered and subsequently to
infer the expected revenue of each design. The aver-
age revenue per auction produced over the course of
the entire episode with the Bayesian approach is 0.407
versus 0.385 with the adaptive approach with opti-
mistic parameters. (Note a slight decrease in the per-
formance of the Bayesian approach after around 100
auctions. Because we consider a discretized space of
bidder populations, the Bayesian approach’s estima-
tion may converge to slightly suboptimal parameters.)
The learned adaptive approach (curve A) exploits

the seller’s prior knowledge in a metalearning phase
to set the adaptation parameters prior to the online
adaptation. As can be seen in Figure 3, it does so
effectively and exhibits higher revenue early in the
episode. Similar to the optimistic adaptive approach,
during online adaptation the learned adaptive algo-
rithm’s performance can improve only with improve-
ments in its estimation of the expected revenue from
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each design; because these improvements in estima-
tion are data driven and rely exclusively on real
auction outcomes, the learned adaptive algorithm
exhibits slower improvements compared with the
Bayesian approach. Yet the learned adaptive algo-
rithm’s average revenue over an entire episode is only
slightly lower than that obtained with the Bayesian
approach. (The difference is statistically significant at
p < 0�01, according to paired t-tests.) Although the
learned adaptive algorithm relies exclusively on real
auction outcomes to revise the design selection dis-
tribution D, its ability to exploit prior information
through metalearning enables it to achieve perfor-
mance that is close to that obtained with the Bayesian
approach, which depends on knowledge of bidding
strategies and plausible parameter distributions to
adapt. Next, we will explore the robustness of these
approaches when the seller encounters unexpected
bidder behavior.

3.3. The Case of Incorrect Prior Information
We now explore the performance of each mechanism
when the encountered bidder population differs from
the populations considered plausible by the auction-
eer. Recall that the adaptive algorithm relies on infor-
mation on bidders’ strategies and plausible parameter
distributions to adapt. We therefore consider two sce-
narios in which these elements of bidder behavior
are altered so as to differentiate the encountered bid-
der population from those anticipated by the seller.
We first consider the case where the bidding strategies
differ from the expected ones—while the auctioneer
assumes a loss-averse equilibrium bidding strategy,
she encounters a mixed population of loss-averse bid-
ders and of bidders that simply bid a value drawn
uniformly at random from the range �0
1�2�. Bidders
follow this alternate strategy with probability p and
follow the loss-averse equilibrium strategy with prob-
ability 1 − p. To evaluate the effect of unexpected
behavior on the performance of each approach, we
change the rate of unexpected behavior by increasing
the proportion p of bidders who exhibit this unex-
pected behavior.
Figure 4 shows the revenue generated by each

approach for different proportions of bidders with
unexpected behavior. Because the unexpected strat-
egy is more profitable for the seller, as the proportion
of bidders using this strategy increases the auctions
become more profitable. The challenge is to take
full advantage of the increased revenue potential by
identifying early on the best design for the encoun-
tered population. As shown in Figure 4, the Bayesian
approach and the optimistic adaptive approach each
perform worse under some conditions: the Bayesian
approach leads to poor selection of designs as more
bidders use the unexpected strategy. This is because
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Figure 4 Average Seller Revenue When Bidders Exhibit Unexpected
Strategies

it assumes a different behavior than the encoun-
tered one to estimate the profitability of alternative
designs. As before, the adaptive approach with opti-
mistic parameters yields lower average revenue when
accurate prior knowledge is available about bidders’
strategies because it does not use this knowledge to
inform its exploration of designs; contrary to these
two approaches, the adaptive algorithm with learned
parameters via metalearning exhibits a more robust
performance and is never the worst approach. It is
also never more than 0.0065 behind the best approach,
whereas the other approaches fall more than twice
as far behind the best approach for some settings.
The learned adaptive approach strikes a useful bal-
ance between the use of prior information and data-
driven estimation. Through metalearning, the learned
adaptive approach can benefit from prior information
when the information is correct; however, it also con-
tinues to use real auction outcomes to improve its
estimation of the expected benefits of designs, and
is thus able to adapt to any encountered population,
even when the population differs from those consid-
ered plausible.
Next, we let all bidders employ the expected loss-

averse equilibrium bidding strategy; however, the dis-
tributions from which valuations and bidders’ loss
aversion levels are drawn differ from the expected
ones. Specifically, the auctioneer assumes the ranges
of valuations and of bidders’ loss aversion levels
are �0
1� and �1
2�5�, respectively, although the true
ranges are �0�3
0�7� and �1�5
2�, respectively. (Such
a situation could arise if the seller uses liberal esti-
mates of these ranges when developing and biasing
the adaptive algorithm.)
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the average revenue

in each auction and average revenue over a com-
plete episode produced by each approach. As shown,
the performance of the Bayesian approach suffers
even more in this setting than when bidders’ bidding
strategy is unexpected. The estimated expected prof-
itability of designs inferred by the Bayesian approach
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(a) Average revenue in each auction over
the course of the episode

Mechanism Average revenue

Fixed design 0.335

Bayesian approach 0.414

Optimistic adaptive 0.575

Learned adaptive 0.593

(b) Average revenue per auction in an episode
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Figure 5 Revenue When the Seller’s Prior Information Is Inaccurate

is derived from assumed behaviors that substan-
tially differ from those actually encountered by the
seller. By contrast, the performance of the adap-
tive approaches is significantly better. In this case,
the learned adaptive approach also produced higher
revenue than the optimistic adaptive approach—as
shown in Figure 5(a), prior knowledge enabled the
learned adaptive method to focus on more profitable
designs early than designs selected by the optimistic
adaptive algorithm and which are drawn uniformly
at random. The improvements shown by the adaptive
mechanisms over the Bayesian approach demonstrate
that designs that prior knowledge suggest are prof-
itable were found by the data-driven mapping to be
profitable, and thus selected by the adaptive mech-
anisms. Finally, the overall average revenue of the
learned adaptive algorithm exceeds that of the best
fixed design derived from prior knowledge after the
very first auction.
Our results show that there is a clear trade-off in

the use of prior information about potential bidder
behaviors and that this trade-off can be managed
effectively. An approach that relies on knowledge
of bidders’ behaviors to adapt identifies profitable
designs faster than purely data-driven approaches
when the seller’s prior information is correct but is
also highly susceptible to incorrect prior information.
A purely data-driven approach is unable to exploit
prior information to reduce costly explorations of
designs; however, this is advantageous when prior
information is incorrect. Finally, the learned adap-
tive algorithm’s ability to exploit prior knowledge to
obtain performance that is comparable to that of the
Bayesian approach when prior information is correct,
as well as its use of data-driven inference to adapt
online to the encountered population, yields a robust
performance across different settings.

3.4. Nonstationary Bidder Behavior
We now explore the robustness of our mechanism
when bidder behavior is nonstationary and changes

over time. Shifts in bidder behavior may occur
because changes in the preferences of bidders, such
as decreasing or increasing valuations over time. Bid-
ders’ strategies may also change as they learn from
past experiences. In principle, the adaptive mech-
anism we propose can be used in this setting to
adjust to the changes exhibited by the encountered
population over time. Thus we first evaluate the per-
formance of the learned adaptive algorithm as com-
pared to the best fixed design in this setting. In
addition, we propose several modifications that aim
to improve performance specifically under changing
bidder behavior. We describe each modification below
and evaluate the revenues obtained by the adaptive
mechanism with each.
Our primary modification draws from the notion

that older auction outcomes provide less-relevant
information on the current profitability of differ-
ent design if the population changes over time. It
may be therefore beneficial to weight recent experi-
ences more heavily than older and less-relevant ones.
We implement this modification using exponential
smoothing—an approach used widely in many time
series forecasting models, such as autoregressive inte-
grated moving average (ARIMA) (Mills 1990), and
that assigns weights to time-stamped observations so
as to decrease the effect of observations in the more-
distant past on the model’s predictions. Specifically,
recall that the locally weighted quadratic regression
(LWQR) we use for information sharing assigns a
weight to each past experience, given by ed/w

2 , which
is proportional to the corresponding design’s distance
d from the design for which profit is predicted. To
discount older outcomes, the weight assigned to an
auction outcome which occurred at time l is given by
�ed/w

2
%t−l�, where 0<% < 1 is the decay factor, and t

is the current auction number. Because observations
with lower weights will have less impact on LWQR’s
prediction, these weights cause older experiences to
have a lower effect on the auctioneer’s estimations of
expected revenue and subsequently also on the adap-
tive algorithm’s choice likelihood of design i, Dt�i�.
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Recall that metalearning produces initial training
data T populated with the initial expected revenues
given by avgi for each design i. In the empirical eval-
uations that follow, we consider two variations for
decaying past experiences when metalearning is used.
In the first version, actual auction outcomes are dis-
counted over time; however, the prior experiences
generated in simulation during the metalearning
phase are not discounted. For designs with little
recent actual experience, the predicted revenue would
then be based largely on the revenues estimated
through simulation (because these outcomes will have
larger weights). We also evaluate the performance of
our mechanism when the prior experiences gener-
ated during the metalearning phase are discounted in
the same manner as actual experiences with bidders.
Finally, in addition to discounting less-recent auction
outcomes, if the seller has information on the pro-
cess by which the population changes, the seller can
also use this prior information during metalearning
to improve its selection of adaptation parameters.
In the empirical evaluation we introduce changes to

the bidders’ behaviors over time by letting each of the
parameters defining bidder behavior—the mean and
variance of the valuations, and the mean and vari-
ance of level of bidder loss aversion—vary according
to a random walk: after each auction, each parame-
ter is either increased or decreased by 1% of the total
range for that parameter. For the decay function, we
used a conservative decay rate of % = 0�99. In prin-
ciple, because the seller has no historical data to fit
the best decay rate, the stochastic optimization during
metalearning could also search for an adequate decay
rate.
Table 1 presents the average revenues and the num-

ber of auctions required for the adaptive algorithm

Table 1 Average RevenueWhen Bidders’ Behaviors Change Over Time

Average No. of auctions to exceed
Auction design method revenue optimal fixed design

Best fixed design 0�367
Original learned adaptive 0�379 51

design∗

Decay of past experiences
Learned adaptive: Decay of

actual experiences∗
0�383 50

Learned adaptive: Decay of
actual and simulated
experiences, metalearning
with changing bidders∗

0�389 50

Learned adaptive: Decay of
only actual experiences,
metalearning with changing
bidders∗

0�394 49

∗The difference from the best fixed mechanism is statistically significant
according to a paired t-test (p < 0�01).

to exceed the revenue of fixed designs. We present
the performances obtained by the original learned
adaptive mechanism with metalearning, which does
not incorporate the adaptation proposed, the modi-
fied adaptive mechanisms, and the best fixed mech-
anism. As shown in Table 1, the original adaptive
mechanism with the learned parameters, as well as
all the modified adaptive mechanisms, yield higher
revenues than the best fixed design. All the adap-
tive algorithms require between 49 and 51 auctions to
exceed the cumulative revenue of the optimal fixed
design.
Compared with the original mechanism with no

modification, decaying the effect of past outcomes
and incorporating information on the process by
which bidders’ behaviors change via metalearning
are each effective, further improving the auctioneer’s
profitability. Although decaying actual experiences is
advantageous, there is no benefit from decaying the
effect of experiences obtained in the metalearning
phase during simulations. As we note above, designs
that have become less profitable over time because of
the changing population, and for which the auction-
eer has little actual recent experiences, are more likely
to be explored again if they are found to be beneficial
in expectation in the metalearning phase, and these
simulated experiences are not discounted. Encourag-
ing reexploration of designs that have not been prof-
itable in less-recent auctions is clearly beneficial.

3.5. Learning Bidders
Thus far, we let bidders behave according to a known
equilibrium. In this section, we let bidder strategies
evolve through repeated participation in auctions. As
before, we consider an English auction in which bid-
ders have independent, private valuations. However,
bidders may arrive at any time during an auction,
and both the bidders and the seller are time sensitive.
Buyers incur a fixed participation cost (actual or per-
ceived) per unit time in which they remain active; the
seller also incurs a fixed cost per unit time, motivating
the seller to set a low BIN price to shorten the auc-
tions. The seller revises the auction’s BIN price, which
can affect the outcome in the new setting we explore
here. A BIN price that is set too low can reduce the
seller’s revenue from the auction, whereas setting it
correctly may induce impatient bidders to accept a
BIN price higher than the price they might pay if
the auction ran to completion. Finally, a new auction
begins as soon as the previous one has completed,
and the seller has 100 items to sell.
To enable representation of arbitrary strategies, we

represent strategies via a neural network—for any
given design and conditions that the bidder may
encounter, the network takes as input information
available to the bidder and outputs the bid to place
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and, unless the bidder is the current winner, whether
the bidder will stop participating. (Note that because
bidders are time sensitive, it may be beneficial for a
bidder to leave if she is not likely to win the auction.
The inputs to the network represent the current win-
ning price, whether the bidder is currently winning,
the number of periods left, whether this is the last
period, the total number of periods in which the bid-
der has participated, the BIN price, the winning price
of the previous auction, the average and standard
deviation of the last five winning prices, the bidder’s
valuation and cost per period, and the auction num-
ber currently running during the episode, between 1
and 100.) Thus, the strategy captured by a given net-
work consists of different actions for different con-
ditions the bidder may encounter within an auction
and throughout an episode. To evolve a network we
use the process of competitive coevolution, where
strategies compete against each other as they evolve.
Coevolution has been used successfully to evolve
bidder strategies when closed-form equilibrium is
infeasible (Cliff 2001, Byde 2003). We evolve net-
works using NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topolo-
gies (Stanley and Miikkulainen 2002), a genetic algo-
rithm designed to evolve both the network topol-
ogy and its weights. In the interest of space, com-
plete details of this setting including the populations’
parameters are provided in §C of the Online Supple-
ment to allow reproduction of our results.
In this study we consider bidders who may partic-

ipate in several auctions during an episode. This set-
ting offers incentives to evolve behaviors that take the
seller’s adaptation over the course of an episode into
account. For example, bidders may find that refusing
to accept a high BIN price in early auctions induces
the adaptive algorithm to offer lower BIN prices in
later auctions. In practice, this scenario emerges when
bidders remain active for several auctions until win-
ning or dropping off, or when bidders experience
recurring demand. We define the utility derived by a
bidder in a given auction by U = �w · �v− p�− c ·L�,
where v is the bidder’s valuation, p is the winning
bid, w is one if the bidder won the auction or zero
otherwise, c is the cost per time unit incurred by the
bidder, and L is the duration in which the bidder
was active. The fitness of each network depends on
the average utility it yields over an episode in which
it encounters the adaptive algorithm, and when the
network is used by bidders drawn at random from
the population. Because coevolution requires a sub-
stantial number of experiences to produce effective
actions in response to the seller, more than are avail-
able during an episode, we first let networks evolve
while encountering the adaptive algorithm over 500
generations so as to evolve responses to the seller’s
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Figure 6 Results for Bidder Strategies Evolved via Competitive
Coevolution

adaption. We then evaluate the adaptive algorithm’s
performance over a single episode as before.
Our use of competitive coevolution aims to evolve

bidders’ responses specifically to the proposed adap-
tive algorithm’s form of adaptation. Some recent prior
work has offered insights into bidders’ behaviors
and other aspects of sequential auctions (Zeithammer
2006, Juda and Parkes 2006, Ginsburgh and van Ours
2007) or examined stylized sequential auctions to
derive equilibrium bidding strategies analytically
(Jeitschko 1998). Interestingly, although Zeithammer
(2006) finds that data on eBay bidders suggest bid-
ders are taking future auctions into account, Juda and
Parkes (2006) show that eBay bidders tend to bid inef-
ficiently in sequential auctions. This irrationality may
manifest itself differently in different bidder popu-
lations and auction settings; however, our adaptive
algorithm is particularly designed to accommodate
such uncertainty.
Figure 6 shows the average profit per auction for

the best fixed design and the adaptive algorithm with
learned parameters over 10,000 bidder populations.
As shown, the adaptive algorithm identifies auction
designs that are more profitable than the alternative
best fixed mechanism. The adaptive algorithm with
learned parameters exceeds the total profit obtained
by the best fixed design after 14 auctions and obtains
an overall average profit over the entire episode of
41.35, as compared to 39.67 with the best fixed design.
The differences in performance are statistically signif-
icant (p < 0�01). Importantly, note that our empirical
results consider an asymmetric scenario, where bid-
ders have more opportunities to evolve to the adap-
tive algorithm’s form of adaptation than the number
of auctions in a single episode used by the adaptive
algorithm to adapt. Overall, our results suggest that
the adaptive mechanism is not likely to be under-
mined by individual bidder learning.

3.6. The Generality and Sustainability of
the Adaptive Algorithm

The adaptive mechanism we propose is generic and
can be applied in any setting in which the objective
for improvement can be observed by the seller after
each auction. The empirical evaluations presented so
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far have focused on the robustness of our approach as
compared to alternatives under a variety of settings.
In this section we present studies that explore the gen-
erality of the approach—its ability to adapt effectively
to a variety of complex bidder populations as well
as to remain advantageous under auction settings of
particular practical interest.
To facilitate the analysis of our approach, in the

previous sections auction mechanisms were charac-
terized by a single design parameter (reserve price
or BIN price). However, our approach can accom-
modate adaptation of multiple parameters simultane-
ously. In addition, the adaptive algorithm can adapt to
an arbitrarily complex and heterogeneous population
of bidders (Bapna et al. 2004). We explore the adaptive
mechanism’s performance when it adapts to a hetero-
geneous population consisting of three distinct bid-
ding strategies described separately in prior work and
increase the complexity of the design space by simul-
taneously revising two parameters—the auctioned
item’s start price and the BIN price. Specifically,
the population of bidders consists of exponential
discounters whose utility is given by U�v
b
!� =
�1/�1+!t���v − b�, ! > 0, where + is the valuation,
b refers to the bid, and ! captures the level of time
sensitivity; hyperbolic discounters (Ainslie 1992) who
have a utility given by U�v
b
,�= e−,t�v− b�, where
t is the current time during the auction and , is
a discount factor; and snipers who wait to submit
their bids until very close to the end of the auction
(Roth and Ockenfels 2002). For an auction that ends
at time T , a sniper’s probability of joining the auction
at time t is given by 0�7/e-�T−t� such that the prob-
ability increases closer to the end of the auction. At
each auction 40% of bidders are exponential discoun-
ters, 40% are hyperbolic discounters, and the remain-
ing 20% are snipers. We assume that the exponential
and hyperbolic discounters have a fixed probability
(0.7) of joining the auction.
For each bidder we draw a valuation uniformly at

random from the range �0
1�2�, and for each hyper-
bolic discounter we draw ! from a Weibull dis-
tribution given by W�3
0�1
0�04�. We used a fixed
hyperbolic discount factor , = 0�94 and assigned
-= 1�2 for all snipers. When a buyer joins the auc-
tion, we draw a bid uniformly at random from the
range �0
v�, where v is the bidder’s valuation for the
item. If the bid is higher than the current winning bid,
the bidder becomes the leading bidder. If the bid is
equal to or exceeds the BIN price, we assume the bid-
der executes the BIN option, and the item is sold to
the bidder at the BIN price. We also assume the seller
does not have any prior information. Thus, we do not
use metalearning and assume initially that it is uni-
formly desirable to explore all start and BIN prices.

We compare the adaptive algorithm’s capacity to
identify effective designs with the performance of a
fixed auction mechanism. For the fixed design we
use parameter values derived in prior work for each
parameter separately, and assume exponential dis-
counters. This is because no analytical results are
available to suggest the best multiple parameters for
a mixed population of bidders. We set the start price
at zero (Ariely and Simonson 2003, Dholakia and
Simonson 2005), and because the BIN price is a ceil-
ing price, we use a high BIN price (Budish and
Takeyama 2001). Last, we set a low reserve price
of zero, which was suggested in prior work to be
advantageous (McAfee 1993, Peters and Severinov
1997, Peters 1997). We apply our adaptive algorithm
to simultaneously adapt the auction’s start price and
BIN price.
Figure 7(a) shows the average revenue per auc-

tion in the episode over 100 independent experiments,
produced by the fixed auction design and the adap-
tive algorithm. As shown, the advantages of the adap-
tive mechanism generalize well to the complex bidder
population and design space we explore here. The
adaptive auction yields statistically significant and
considerably higher revenue than the fixed auction
mechanism. As we note in §1, because the adap-
tive algorithm does not require explicit representation
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of bidders’ strategies, it is particularly advantageous
in complex settings such as those explored here. As
shown in Figure 7(b), the learning rate of the adaptive
algorithm in this setting is slower than that shown in
Figure 2. This is because the algorithm now adjusts
more parameters simultaneously; the larger number
of stochastic factors affecting the auction outcome also
contributes to the lower learning rate.
A practical concern when a large number of items

can be auctioned sequentially is the possible need
to accommodate sellers auctioning multiple items in
each auction so as to accelerate the selling of items.
In this setting, the data-driven mapping, used to con-
struct the distribution D from which auction designs
are drawn, will capture a mapping between a design
and the revenue for the corresponding multiple-item
auction. As an example, for a seller auctioning five
items in each auction, Figure 8(a) shows the average
revenue obtained by the adaptive algorithm as com-
pared to a fixed design; Figure 8(b) presents the aver-
age revenue throughout the episode. Note that in this
setting only 200 auctions are required to auction 1,000
items. As shown, in this setting as well the adap-
tive algorithm effectively adapts the auction design,
exceeding the revenue obtained with a fixed design.
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Figure 8 Adaptive Algorithm’s Performance in a Multi-Item Auction
Setting

3.6.1. Bidders’ Surplus and Participation. In §3.4
we examined the adaptive algorithm’s robustness
when bidder behavior changes over time. One special
case of interest is when each bidder’s likelihood to
participate in the auction decreases in response to a
recent decrease in bidder surplus. Although the seller
cannot directly observe consumer surplus and thus
cannot employ the data-driven approach to benefit
consumer surplus directly, this setting is interesting
because it entails the need for sufficient bidder sur-
plus to sustain bidder participation and avoid rev-
enue loss. Recall that the adaptive algorithm’s choice
of designs is determined by a data-driven mapping
from a design onto its expected benefits. After each
auction, the adaptive algorithm revises this mapping
and subsequently the likelihood of selecting these
designs in the future. Thus, designs that produce
lower benefits over time, such as those that result in
lower bidder participation, are also less likely to con-
tinue to be selected by the adaptive algorithm.
We examine the performance of the adaptive algo-

rithm in this setting for the heterogeneous population
of hyperbolic and exponential discounters, and we
let the likelihood to participate in any given auction
decrease if the average bidder surplus over the most
recent two auctions has decreased. In our empirical
evaluations we subtract the decrease in surplus from
the likelihood to participate in the auction.
Figure 9(a) presents the adaptive algorithm’s

increasing revenue over the course of the auction. As
the figure panel shows, the adaptive algorithm effec-
tively selects designs that ultimately yield improve-
ment in the seller’s revenue. As shown in Figure 9(b),
we also find that the adaptive algorithm yields higher
average revenue over an episode than the revenue
obtained by the fixed design. Overall, the adaptive
algorithm is able to maintain sufficient level of partic-
ipation to remain profitable over time.
Also of interest in this investigation is the level of

consumer surplus obtained with the adaptive algo-
rithm when bidder surplus influences participation as
compared to the surplus when participation is unaf-
fected by bidder surplus. We find that when a bid-
der’s likelihood to participate changes in response
to bidder surplus, the adaptive algorithm’s choice
of designs yields an average bidder surplus of 0.15,
higher than the average surplus of 0.12 obtained
when bidder surplus does not affect participation.
This result suggests that when bidder participation
depends on the surplus bidders are able to derive, the
adaptive algorithm selects designs that yield higher
bidder surplus to sustain sufficient participation, as
compared to when bidders are unaffected by their
surplus. As we discuss above, these effective choices
of design are enabled by the continuous revision
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Figure 9 Revenue and Consumer Surplus When Low Surplus
Undermines Future Bidder Participation

of the adaptive algorithm’s mapping used to esti-
mate the profitability of designs and the likelihood of
selecting them.

4. Conclusions and Future Work
The growing popularity of electronic auctions
presents new opportunities to improve the mecha-
nisms sellers use to govern the exchange. In this
paper, we present a new approach to auction design
that capitalizes on key properties of electronic mar-
kets, such as the large volume of auctions and the
possibility to dynamically alter the mechanism’s rules
of exchange. We present an approach to adapt the
auction design online to an arbitrary bidder popula-
tion in response to real auction outcomes, as well as a
principled approach to incorporate prior knowledge
to enhance the adaptation to the encountered bidders.
Central to the seller’s adaptation is an effective

balance between exploration of possible designs and
exploitation—the selection of designs the seller esti-
mates to be particularly profitable at any given time.
Because information acquisition through exploration
is costly but necessary we study how the seller’s esti-
mation of the profitability of designs can be acceler-
ated to reduce the exploration of suboptimal designs.
We propose two approaches to reduce costly explo-
rations, information sharing and metalearning, which

are shown to be effective under a variety of con-
ditions. The incorporation of prior knowledge into
data-driven auction design is a particularly impor-
tant venue for future research. We discuss how the
trade-off between learning bias and variance affect
the performance of metalearning and of other alterna-
tives. In future work, it would be beneficial to further
improve our understanding of effective mechanisms
for incorporating prior knowledge into data-driven
adaptation, perhaps by alternating among different
mechanisms during the online adaptation.
Extensive empirical evaluations demonstrate that

our adaptive mechanism effectively adapts the auc-
tion design to a variety of encountered bidder popula-
tions and consistently yields higher average revenues
per episode when compared to the best fixed mecha-
nism, which does not adapt. When prior information
does not reflect current bidder behavior and when
bidders’ strategies vary over time, our evaluations
explore the bias versus variance trade-off of alterna-
tive approaches and suggest the balance offered by
adaptive auctions with metalearning yields signifi-
cantly more robust performance. Also, we show that
the adaptive algorithm generalizes well to settings
in which the seller encounters heterogeneous popula-
tions and where multiple auction design parameters
are revised simultaneously. For the keyword auction
problem discussed in §1, the adaptive algorithm can
be used in place of a fixed design to revise multi-
ple design parameters, such as the reserve price and
number of ads to display, and can identify differ-
ent advantageous designs for different keywords. Fur-
thermore, as demonstrated by our empirical results,
our adaptive mechanism is likely to be particularly
beneficial for keywords pertaining to new products or
services, where the populations of bidders may not be
well understood prior to the auction; the mechanism
is also likely to be particularly useful for keywords
that, because of changes in the competitive landscape,
may induce different behaviors from advertisers over
time. Finally, we demonstrate that the mechanism we
propose is sustainable even when bidders’ strategies
evolve over time to respond specifically to the adap-
tive algorithm’s form of adaptation and when bid-
ders’ participation is affected by their surplus.
Existing electronic auction platforms are relatively

simple. They allow sellers to set certain auction
parameters, but they do not provide intelligent mech-
anisms to advise sellers how to effectively acquire
information through interactions with bidders to
adapt to the encountered population. The mechanism
we present here can be implemented by individual
sellers as well, independently of the platform they
use; however, our results suggest that auction plat-
forms such as eBay should consider making such
technologies available to sellers. The demonstrated
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benefits to sellers are likely to encourage participation
and contribute to the platform’s overall popularity
and profitability.
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